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Abstract. We present a new algorithm for infinite-dimensional optimization with general con-5
straints, called ALESQP. In short, ALESQP is an augmented Lagrangian method that penalizes6
inequality constraints and solves equality-constrained nonlinear optimization subproblems at every7
iteration. The subproblems are solved using a matrix-free trust-region sequential quadratic program-8
ming (SQP) method that takes advantage of iterative, i.e., inexact linear solvers and is suitable for9
large-scale applications. A key feature of ALESQP is a constraint decomposition strategy that allows10
it to exploit problem-specific variable scalings and inner products.11

We analyze convergence of ALESQP under different assumptions. We show that strong accumu-12
lation points are stationary. Consequently, in finite dimensions ALESQP converges to a stationary13
point. In infinite dimensions we establish that weak accumulation points are feasible in many practi-14
cal situations. Under additional assumptions we show that weak accumulation points are stationary.15

We present several infinite-dimensional examples where ALESQP shows remarkable discretization-16
independent performance in all of its iterative components, requiring a modest number of iterations to17
meet constraint tolerances at the level of machine precision. Also, we demonstrate a fully matrix-free18
solution of an infinite-dimensional problem with nonlinear inequality constraints.19
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1. Introduction. In this paper, we develop a provably convergent algorithm for23

solving optimization problems of the form24

(1.1) min
x∈X

f(x) subject to g(x) = 0, Tx ∈
m⋂
i=1

Ci,25

where X and Y are real Banach spaces, Z is a real Hilbert space, f : X → R,26

g : X → Y , and T : X → Z is a linear operator. Moreover, the sets C1, . . . , Cm27

are nonempty, closed and convex, where Ci ⊆ Z for i = 1, . . . ,m. The optimization28

problem (1.1) encompasses many finite-dimensional and infinite-dimensional nonlin-29

ear optimization problems. Our proposed algorithm employs m individual augmented30
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2 H. ANTIL, D. P. KOURI, AND D. RIDZAL

Lagrangian penalties to handle the constraints Tx ∈ Ci for i = 1, . . . ,m. The result-31

ing subproblems are equality constrained and can be solved efficiently using modern32

sequential quadratic programming (SQP) methods. By separately penalizing the con-33

straints Tx ∈ Ci, for i = 1, . . . ,m, our algorithm increases the augmented Lagrangian34

penalty parameters according to the associated infeasibility of the current iterate,35

adapting the i-th penalty parameter to the specific scaling of the constraint Tx ∈ Ci.36

We call the proposed algorithm the Augmented Lagrangian Equality-constrained SQP37

(ALESQP) method.38

To motivate (1.1) and ALESQP, we note that optimization problems constrained39

by partial differential equations (PDEs) can be written in the form (1.1), where40

x = (u, z) is split into state u and control z variables and the equality constraint41

g(x) = 0 represents the governing PDE. For such problems, it is often difficult to prove42

regularity of multipliers, especially when constraints of the type Tx ∈ Ci are enforced43

on the PDE solution [10, 22, 27]. As a result, nonlinear programming methods devel-44

oped in finite dimensions often exhibit mesh dependence when applied to discretiza-45

tions of such problems. More specifically, their algorithmic performance degrades with46

refinement of the PDE discretization—in other words, with increasing problem size.47

We tackle this particular challenge by deriving and analyzing ALESQP in an infinite-48

dimensional setting. A common approach to solving PDE-constrained optimization49

problems is to reformulate (1.1), with the aforementioned splitting x = (u, z), by50

eliminating the PDE solution variable u. When the PDE is nonlinear, this approach51

requires a nonlinear solver, e.g., a Newton-type iteration, to solve the PDE and eval-52

uate the objective function at every optimization iteration. In contrast, optimization53

formulation (1.1) allows us to maintain the PDE as an explicit constraint. In doing54

so, ALESQP does not require an accurate solution of the equality constraint g(x) = 055

until convergence, and, in fact, it balances the PDE solution accuracy with other56

feasibility and optimality metrics as the algorithm iterates. This further allows us57

to approximately solve equality-constrained subproblems using inexact matrix-free58

SQP methods that take advantage of iterative linear system solves [19, 20] and mesh59

adaptivity [41].60

The augmented Lagrangian method, or the method of multipliers, was originally61

introduced in [21, 30] for finite-dimensional, equality-constrained optimization and62

subsequently extended and analyzed by numerous authors, see [6, 32, 33, 34]. Aug-63

mented Lagrangian also serves as the backbone of numerous successful numerical64

optimization software packages. For example, the MINOS solver uses an augmented65

Lagrangian penalty for linearized equality constraints and solves linearly constrained66

subproblems; the LANCELOT solver employs an augmented Lagrangian penalty for67

equality constraints and solves bound-constrained subproblems [14]; and the AL-68

GENCAN solver has the ability to use augmented Lagrangian penalties to handle69

both equality and inequality constraints [8]. The ALESQP method is closely re-70

lated to two existing augmented Lagrangian approaches: LANCELOT and sequential71

equality-constrained optimization (SECO) [7]. Our approach generalizes the prob-72

lem formulation of SECO, and solves a sequence of penalized equality-constrained73

subproblems. An important addition to the SECO algorithm is in the use of multi-74

ple augmented Lagrangian penalties to handle disparate inequality constraint scalings.75

The general mechanics of the ALESQP algorithm are borrowed from the LANCELOT76

solver described in [12], including the penalty parameter and multiplier update proce-77

dures, with extensions to support multiple penalties. A principal difference between78

ALESQP and both SECO and LANCELOT is that we prove convergence for infinite-79

dimensional problems. This advance enables discretization-independent performance80
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AUGMENTED LAGRANGIAN EQUALITY-CONSTRAINED SQP 3

of ALESQP on such problems, including mesh-based discretizations. Notably, we81

observe mesh-independent performance in all iterative components of ALESQP, in-82

cluding the augmented Lagrangian iteration, its SQP subproblem solver and SQP’s83

quadratic optimization solver.84

In contrast to the extensive body of work on augmented Lagrangian methods85

and software for the solution of finite-dimensional optimization problems, there has86

been little work on solving general infinite-dimensional optimization problems using87

the augmented Lagrangian. For instance, the references [4, 5, 23, 24, 25] are limited88

to specific convex optimization problems, treat only finite-dimensional constraints, or89

require strong assumptions, and therefore do not support the solution of the general90

problem (1.1). Only recently Börgens et al. [9] introduced and analyzed a generally91

applicable infinite-dimensional augmented Lagrangian method. There are four major92

differences between ALESQP and the method presented in [9]. First, we consider a93

different problem formulation, with an emphasis on maintaining the explicit constraint94

g(x) = 0. In the context of PDE-constrained optimization, where g(x) = 0 encom-95

passes the PDE constraint, this choice crucially enables an inexact and therefore effi-96

cient solution of the governing PDE, through rigorous use of iterative linear solvers [19]97

and mesh adaptivity [41]. Second, we treat all constraints of the type Tx ∈ Ci in98

a unified fashion, through multiple penalties and the corresponding multiplier and99

penalty updates, and we solve equality-constrained subproblems. In contrast, due to100

strong regularity assumptions on the constraint function in [9] (complete continuity of101

the mapping G, [9, Assumption 5.1]), certain inequality constraints must be treated102

implicitly, as part of the subproblem, while others are penalized using the augmented103

Lagrangian. Third, we provide a complete algorithmic framework, with a discussion104

of methods that are chosen specifically for their suitability as ALESQP subproblem105

solvers. We demonstrate excellent performance on a variety of infinite-dimensional106

problems, with nearly constant iteration counts in all algorithmic components of the107

ALESQP framework, independent of problem size. Fourth, we do not employ a mul-108

tiplier safeguard (also used in, e.g., [2, 8]). Rather, we use the multiplier update from109

LANCELOT, see [12].110

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Sections 2 and 3 we in-111

troduce the notation and describe the assumptions on (1.1), recalling the associated112

optimality conditions. In Sections 4 and 5 we introduce the augmented Lagrangian al-113

gorithm and prove asymptotic stationarity and asymptotic feasibility of the generated114

sequence of iterates. We build on these results and show that, under additional as-115

sumptions, weak accumulation points of the sequence of iterates are stationary points116

for (1.1). In Section 6 we extend the augmented Lagrangian formulation to handle117

nonlinear constraint operators T . In Section 7 we briefly discuss the remaining com-118

ponents of the ALESQP framework, including the SQP algorithm and its subroutines.119

We conclude with a variety of numerical results including statistical estimation and120

PDE-constrained optimization in Section 8.121

2. Notation. Given a Banach space (X, ‖ · ‖X), we denote the topological dual122

space of X by X∗ and the associated dual pairing by 〈·, ·〉X∗,X . If X is a Hilbert123

space, we denote by (·, ·)X the inner product on X and we assume that ‖ · ‖X is the124

usual norm on X. We denote by BXρ for ρ > 0 the closed norm ball on X with radius125

ρ. For two Banach spaces X and Y , we denote the space of bounded linear operators126

that map X into Y by L(X,Y ). For a closed, convex subset C of the Banach space127

X, we denote the projection of a point x ∈ X onto C by PC(x) and the distance from128
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4 H. ANTIL, D. P. KOURI, AND D. RIDZAL

x to C by dC(x). That is, PC(x) and dC(x) satisfy129

dC(x) := min
y∈C

‖x− y‖X = ‖x−PC(x)‖X .130

In addition, we denote the normal cone to C at the point x ∈ C by131

NC(x) := {λ ∈ X∗ | 〈λ, y − x〉X∗,X ≤ 0 ∀ y ∈ C},132

with NC(x) = ∅ if x 6∈ C. Finally, we denote convergence with respect to the weak133

topology by ⇀, convergence with respect to the weak∗ topology by ⇀∗, and conver-134

gence with respect to the norm topology by →.135

3. Problem Formulation and Assumptions. Let X and Y be real Banach136

spaces and let Z be a real Hilbert space. To simplify the presentation, we will associate137

Z∗ with Z. Given the problem data f : X → R, g : X → Y , T ∈ L(X,Z) and a138

nonempty, closed and convex set C ⊆ Z, we consider the optimization problem139

(3.1) min
x∈X

f(x) subject to g(x) = 0, Tx ∈ C.140

When f and g are Fréchet differentiable, we say that x̄ ∈ X is a first-order stationary141

point of (3.1) if there exists ζ̄ ∈ Y such that142

(3.2) − (f ′(x̄) + g′(x̄)∗ζ̄) ∈ T ∗NC(T x̄) and g(x̄) = 0.143

Note that this presumes T x̄ ∈ C since the normal cone is empty otherwise.144

Remark 3.1 (Banach Space Valued Constraints). As in [9], we could consider the145

case where Z is a real Banach space that is densely embedded in a real Hilbert space.146

However, this would complicate the presentation with little added benefit.147

To prove convergence of our algorithm, we will require the following assumptions148

on the objective function f , the constraint operators g and T , and the constraint149

set C. In our subsequent analysis, we will explicitly state when each assumption is150

required. Assumptions (A0) (feasibility) and (A1) (differentiability) will be required151

throughout, whereas (A2), (A3) and (A4) will only be required to prove convergence.152

Assumption 3.2 (Regularity of Problem Data).153

(A0) There exists x̄ ∈ X such that g(x̄) = 0 and T x̄ ∈ C.154

(A1) The functions f and g are continuously Fréchet differentiable.155

(A2) The adjoint operator T ∗ is injective.156

(A3) The functions f and ‖g(·)‖Y are weakly lower semicontinuous.157

(A4) There exist Ci ⊂ Z for i = 1, . . . ,m that are nonempty, closed and convex158

for which C = C1 ∩ · · · ∩ Cm 6= ∅ and {C1, . . . , Cm} is boundedly regular in159

the sense that160

max
i=1,...,m

dCi(Txk)→ 0 =⇒ dC(Txk)→ 0161

as k →∞ for every bounded sequence {xk} ⊂ X.162

Remark 3.3 (Assumption (A2)). Recall that the operator T is surjective if and163

only if T ∗ is injective and the range of T ∗ is norm-closed [35, Th. 4.15]. As a conse-164

quence, assumption (A2) is satisfied if T is surjective. In addition, recall that T ∗ is in-165

jective if and only if the kernel of T ∗ is trivial, i.e., kerT ∗ := {z ∈ Z |T ∗z = 0} = {0}.166
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4. Augmented Lagrangian with Explicit Equality Constraints. To de-167

velop the augmented Lagrangian portion of our algorithm, we recall that (3.1) is168

equivalent to the equality constrained problem169

(4.1) min
x∈X
{f(x) + IC(Tx)} subject to g(x) = 0,170

where IC(y) = 0 if y ∈ C and IC(y) = ∞ if y 6∈ C. Here, IC(Tx) enforces the171

constraint Tx ∈ C. Given the constraint decomposition in assumption (A4), we can172

rewrite IC as173

IC =

m∑
i=1

ICi .174

As is typically done in augmented Lagrangian methods [34], we replace the indicator175

functions ICi(Tx) with the relaxations Ψi(x, λ, r), where Ψi : X × Z × (0,∞)→ R is176

defined as177

(4.2) Ψi(x, λ, r) := sup
µ∈Z
{(µ, Tx)Z − I∗Ci(µ)− 1

2r‖µ− λ‖
2
Z}178

and I∗Ci is the Fenchel conjugate of ICi , i.e.,179

I∗Ci(µ) := sup
z∈Ci

(µ, z)Z .180

The augmented Lagrangian functional is given by181

(4.3) L(x, λ1, . . . , λm, r1, . . . , rm) := f(x) +

m∑
i=1

Ψi(x, λi, ri),182

where λi ∈ Z and ri > 0 for i = 1, . . . ,m. The function being maximized in (4.2) is183

strongly concave and has the unique maximizer184

(4.4) Λi(x, λ, r) := r((r−1λ+ Tx)−PCi(r
−1λ+ Tx)).185

Substituting Λi(x, λ, r) into (4.2) and rearranging terms yields the usual augmented186

Lagrangian penalty function187

Ψi(x, λ, r) = 1
2r‖Λi(x, λ, r)‖

2
Z − 1

2r‖λ‖
2
Z .188

Motivated by [7, 12], we formulate Algorithm 4.1 using the augmented Lagrangian L.189

190

Remark 4.1 (Penalty Parameter Update). The penalty parameter update in191

Algorithm 4.1 is completely decoupled for the first K0 iterations. Here, K0 can192

be taken arbitrarily large, but finite, e.g., K0 = 1000. This allows each r
(k)
i to193

be calibrated to the scaling associated with the ith constraint. After K0 iterations,194

Algorithm 4.1 switches schemes and updates all penalty parameters in unison. This195

penalty update scheme is a safeguard for the case in which the algorithm produces an196

infinite sequence of iterations, forcing the sequence to accumulate at a feasible point197

(under certain assumptions), and is typically never active in practice.198
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6 H. ANTIL, D. P. KOURI, AND D. RIDZAL

Algorithm 4.1 Multi-Penalty Equality-Constrained Augmented Lagrangian

Input: Initial multiplier estimates {λ(1)
1 , . . . , λ

(1)
m } ∈ Z, positive penalty parameters

{r(1)1 , . . . , r
(1)
m }, nonnegative null sequences {δ(k)} and {ε(k)}, K0 ∈ N, and positive

constants {ν1, . . . , νm}, {γ1, . . . , γm} with γi < 1/2, {τ (0)1 , . . . , τ
(0)
m }, {θ1, . . . , θm} with

θi < 1, τ∗, δ∗, ε∗, {η1, . . . , ηm} with ηi > 1, η > 1, {α1, . . . , αm} and {β1, . . . , βm}. Set

θ
(1)
i = min{1/r(1)i , θi} and τ

(1)
i = τ

(0)
i (θ

(1)
i )αi .

1: for k = 1, 2, 3, . . . do
2: Compute (x(k), ζ(k)) ∈ X × Y ∗ that satisfies

‖g(x(k))‖Y ≤ δ(k) and ‖f ′(x(k))+
∑
i T
∗Λi(x

(k), λ
(k)
i , r

(k)
i )+g′(x(k))∗ζ(k)‖X∗ ≤ ε(k)

3: if ‖g(x(k))‖Y ≤ δ∗, ‖f ′(x(k)) +
∑
i T
∗Λi(x

(k), λ
(k)
i , r

(k)
i ) + g′(x(k))∗ζ(k)‖X∗ ≤ ε∗

and maxi dCi(Tx
(k)) ≤ τ∗ then

4: return x(k) as the approximate solution
5: end if
6: if k = K0 + 1 then
7: ηi = η for i = 1, . . . ,m
8: end if
9: update = false

10: if k > K0 and ∃ i such that ‖Λi(x(k), λ(k)
i , r

(k)
i )− λ(k)

i ‖Z > r
(k)
i τ

(k)
i then

11: update = true

12: end if
13: for i = 1, . . . ,m do
14: if ‖Λi(x(k), λ(k)

i , r
(k)
i )− λ(k)

i ‖Z > r
(k)
i τ

(k)
i or update = true then

15: r
(k+1)
i = ηir

(k)
i

16: θ
(k+1)
i = min{1/r(k+1)

i , θi}
17: τ

(k+1)
i = τ

(0)
i (θ

(k+1)
i )αi

18: else
19: r

(k+1)
i = r

(k)
i

20: θ
(k+1)
i = min{1/r(k+1)

i , θi}
21: τ

(k+1)
i = τ

(k)
i (θ

(k+1)
i )βi

22: end if
23: if ‖Λi(x(k), λ(k)

i , r
(k)
i )‖Z ≤ νi(r(k+1)

i )γi then

24: λ
(k+1)
i = Λi(x

(k), λ
(k)
i , r

(k)
i )

25: else
26: λ

(k+1)
i = λ

(k)
i

27: end if
28: end for
29: end for

Remark 4.2 (Subproblem Tolerance Sequences). The sequences {ε(k)} and {δ(k)},199

are only required to be nonnegative and converge to zero. A basic choice is200

δ(k+1) =

{
δ0δ

(k) if ∃ i such that r
(k+1)
i 6= r

(k)
i

δ1δ
(k) otherwise

and201

ε(k+1) =

{
ε0ε

(k) if ∃ i such that r
(k+1)
i 6= r

(k)
i

ε1ε
(k) otherwise

202

203

for 0 < δ1 < δ0 < 1 and 0 < ε1 < ε0 < 1. More complicated updating strategies are204
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possible. For example, adapting the tolerance sequence from [12] yields205

δ(k+1) =

{
δ(0)(θ(k+1))αδ if ∃ i such that r

(k+1)
i 6= r

(k)
i

δ(k)(θ(k+1))βδ otherwise
and206

ε(k+1) =

{
ε(0)(θ(k+1))αε if ∃ i such that r

(k+1)
i 6= r

(k)
i

ε(k)(θ(k+1))βε otherwise
207

208

for positive constants δ(0), ε(0), αδ, αε, βδ and βε, where, e.g., θ(k+1) = (maxi r
(k+1)
i )−1,209

whereas adapting the sequences from [7] yields210

δ(k+1) = min{δ0δ(k), δ1‖g(x(k)‖Y } and211

ε(k+1) = min{ε0ε
(k), ε1‖f ′(x(k)) + c′(x(k))∗ζ(k)‖X∗}212213

for constants δ0, δ1, ε0, ε1 ∈ (0, 1).214

4.1. Properties of the Augmented Lagrangian. We note that the first step215

in Algorithm 4.1 seeks an approximate stationary point of the equality constrained216

subproblem217

(4.5) min
x∈X

Lk(x) subject to g(x) = 0,218

where Lk(x) := L(x, λ
(k)
1 , . . . , λ

(k)
m , r

(k)
1 , . . . , r

(k)
m ). To facilitate the solution of (4.5),219

we first show that the penalty function Ψi(·, λ, r) is convex and continuously Fréchet220

differentiable with Lipschitz continuous gradient.221

Proposition 4.3. For all λ ∈ Z and r > 0, the penalty function Ψi(·, λ, r) is con-222

vex and continuous for i = 1, . . . ,m. Additionally, Ψi(·, λ, r) is continuously Fréchet223

differentiable with gradient224

(4.6) ∇xΨi(x, λ, r) = T ∗Λi(x, λ, r),225

which is Lipschitz continuous with modulus r‖T‖2L(X,Z).226

Proof. Notice that Ψi(·, λ, r) the Fenchel conjugate of I∗C(·)+ 1
2r‖·−λ‖

2
X composed227

with T . Therefore, Ψi(·, λ, r) is equal to the infimal convolution of the conjugates of228

I∗Ci and 1
2r‖ · −λ‖

2
X composed with T [3, Prop. 13.21(i)], i.e.,229

Ψi(x, λ, r) = inf
y∈Z
{ICi(y) + (λ, Tx− y)Z + r

2‖Tx− y‖
2
Z}230

= inf
y∈Ci

{(λ, Tx− y)Z + r
2‖Tx− y‖

2
Z}.231

232

Consequently, Ψi(·, λ, r) is continuous convex and Fréchet differentiable with Lipschitz233

continuous gradient (cf. Propositions 9.5 and 12.29 and Corollary 9.15 in [3]).234

Corollary 4.4. For any fixed λi ∈ Z and ri > 0 for i = 1, . . . ,m, the augmented235

Lagrangian L(·, λ1, . . . , λm, r1, . . . , rm) is: (i) weakly lower semicontinuous if f is; (ii)236

convex if f is; and (iii) continuously Fréchet differentiable if f is. Moreover, in case237

(iii), the derivative of L(·, λ1, . . . , λm, r1, . . . , rm) is given by238

(4.7) Lx(x, λ1, . . . , λm, r1, . . . , rm) = f ′(x) +

m∑
i=1

T ∗Λi(x, λi, ri)239

and if f ′ is Lipschitz continuous, then so is Lx(·, λ1, . . . , λm, r1, . . . , rm).240
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8 H. ANTIL, D. P. KOURI, AND D. RIDZAL

Proof. By Proposition 4.3, Ψi(·, λi, ri) is convex and continuous, and therefore241

weakly lower semicontinuous. In addition, Ψi(·, λi, ri) is continuously Fréchet differ-242

entiable with Lipschitz gradients. The desired results then follow from the assumed243

properties of f .244

5. Convergence Theory. In the subsequent results, we consider infinite se-245

quences of iterates generated by Algorithm 4.1 ignoring the stopping conditions, i.e.,246

247

‖g(x(k))‖Y ≤ δ∗(5.1a)248

‖L′k(x(k)) + g′(x(k))∗ζ(k)‖X∗ ≤ ε∗(5.1b)249

max
i=1,...,m

dCi(Tx
(k)) ≤ τ∗(5.1c)250

251

with δ∗ = ε∗ = τ∗ = 0. We denote by Pi ⊆ N the set of indices k that satisfy252

(5.2) ‖Λi(x(k), λ
(k)
i , r

(k)
i )− λ(k)

i ‖Z > r
(k)
i τ

(k)
i .253

We further denote by Mi ⊆ N the subsets of indices for which254

(5.3) λ
(k+1)
i = Λi(x

(k), λ
(k)
i , r

(k)
i )255

holds. For any set S ⊂ N, we denote the complement of S by Sc := N \ S and256

the cardinality of S by |S|. The set Pi encapsulates the iterations for which the257

penalty parameter for the ith constraint is increased, while the set Mi encapsulates258

the iterations for which the multipliers for the ith constraint are changed. We note259

that r
(k)
i →∞ if and only if there exists at least one j = 1, . . . ,m such that |Pj | =∞;260

in this case, all penalty parameters are increased for any iteration k ∈ Pj with k ≥ K0261

(see lines 9 through 22 in Algorithm 4.1). Our first result is technical and relates the262

satisfaction of the constraints in Ci to the multiplier updates in Algorithm 4.1.263

Lemma 5.1. Let x ∈ X, λ ∈ Z and r > 0 be arbitrary. Then,264

(5.4) dCi(Tx) ≤ 1

r
‖Λi(x, λ, r)− λ‖Z ≤ dCi(Tx) +

1

r
‖λ‖Z265

Proof. We first prove the lower bound. By definition of Λi, we have that266

dCi(Tx) = min
y∈Ci

‖y − Tx‖Z ≤ ‖Tx−PCi(r
−1λ+ Tx)‖Z =

1

r
‖Λi(x, λ, r)− λ‖Z .267

Similarly, the Lipschitz continuity (with unit modulus) of the projection [3, Prop. 4.8]268

ensures that269

1

r
‖Λi(x, λ, r)− λ‖Z ≤ ‖Tx−PCi(Tx)‖Z + ‖PCi(Tx)−PCi(r

−1λ+ Tx)‖Z270

≤ dCi(Tx) +
1

r
‖λ‖Z271

272

as desired.273

5.1. Dual Convergence. In this subsection, we analyze the sequence of dual274

variables {λ(k)
i } generated by Algorithm 4.1. Our first result is motivated by Lemma 4.2275

in [12] and shows that the sequence {‖λ(k)
i ‖Z} does not grow too fast if r

(k)
i → ∞.276

The second result relates the first to the asymptotic feasibility of the iterates {x(k)}.277

Finally, we show that {λ(k)
i } converges strongly if |Pi| <∞.278
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Lemma 5.2. Let {λ(k)
i } be an infinite sequence of multipliers for the ith constraint279

generated by Algorithm 4.1, ignoring the stopping conditions (5.1). If r
(k)
i →∞, then280

lim
k→∞

1

(r
(k)
i )α

‖λ(k)
i ‖Z = 0 ∀α > γi,281

where γi < 1/2 is defined in Algorithm 4.1.282

Proof. We note that the proof of this fact is similar to the proof of [12, L. 4.2] for283

equality constrained augmented Lagrangian methods. If Mi = {k1, k2, . . .} is finite,284

then the result clearly holds since λ
(k)
i is fixed after finitely many iterations. Now285

suppose that Mi is infinite. For any kj < k ≤ kj+1, we have that r
(k)
i ≥ r

(kj+1)
i and286

therefore,287

1

(r
(k)
i )α
‖λ(k)

i ‖Z ≤ 1

(r
(kj+1)

i )α
‖λ(kj+1)

i ‖Z ≤ νi(r
(kj+1)
i )γi−α.288

The upper bound follows from line 23 in Algorithm 4.1. Since α > γi, the right hand289

side converges to zero and the desired result follows.290

Our next lemma builds on Lemma 5.2 and provides equivalent conditions that291

imply that the sequence {x(k)} is asymptotically feasible for the ith constraint.292

Lemma 5.3. Let {x(k)} be an infinite sequence of iterates generated by Algo-293

rithm 4.1, ignoring the stopping conditions (5.1), with the associated sequence of294

multipliers {λ(k)
i } for the ith constraint. If r

(k)
i →∞, then the following three condi-295

tions are equivalent296

(a) lim inf
k→∞

dCi(Tx
(k)) = 0297

(b) lim inf
k→∞

1

r
(k)
i

‖Λi(x(k), λ
(k)
i , r

(k)
i )− λ(k)

i ‖Z = 0298

(c) lim inf
k→∞

1

r
(k)
i

‖Λi(x(k), λ
(k)
i , r

(k)
i )‖Z = 0.299

These equivalences remain true if the limit inferiors are replaced by limits (or equiv-300

alently limit superiors).301

Proof. By Lemma 5.1 with y = x(k), λ = λ
(k)
i and r = r

(k)
i , we have that302

(5.5) dCi(Tx
(k)) ≤ 1

r
(k)
i

‖Λi(x(k), λ
(k)
i , r

(k)
i )− λ(k)

i ‖Z ≤ dCi(Tx
(k)) + 1

r
(k)
i

‖λ(k)
i ‖Z .303

This and Lemma 5.2 yield (a) ⇐⇒ (b). The implication (b) ⇐⇒ (c) follows from304

Lemma 5.2 and the triangle and reverse triangle inequalities.305

Before proving our main finite-termination result, we provide situations for which306

the sequence of multiplier estimates converges strongly. Strong convergence will be307

useful for later results as it will allow us to demonstrate that weak accumulation308

points are stationary under certain assumptions.309

Theorem 5.4. Let {x(k)} be an infinite sequence of iterates generated by Algo-310

rithm 4.1, ignoring the stopping conditions (5.1), with the associated sequence of mul-311

tipliers {λ(k)
i } for the ith constraint. If |Mi| < ∞ or |Pj | < ∞ for all j = 1, . . . ,m,312

then the sequence of multipliers {λ(k)
i } converges strongly to some λ̄i ∈ Z.313

Proof. First note that if |Mi| <∞, then λ
(k)
i = λ̄i is constant for all k > maxMi314

and the result follows. Now, consider the case when |Pj | < ∞ for j = 1, . . . ,m. Let315
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k′ = maxj maxPj+1. We will first show that {λ(k)
i } is Cauchy (and hence converges).316

Let ε > 0 be arbitrary and choose kε ≥ k′ such that317

τ
(kε)
i <

1− (θ
(k′)
i )βi

r
(k′)
i

ε.318

Such a kε exists since r
(k)
i = r

(k′)
i and θ

(k)
i = θ

(k′)
i for all k ≥ k′, and {τ (k)

i }k≥k′ is319

strictly decreasing to zero. For any k ≥ kε and any h ∈ N, we have that320

λ
(k+h)
i − λ(k)

i =

k+h−1∑
j=k

λ
(j+1)
i − λ(j)

i .321

Since k ≥ kε, we have that ‖λ(j+1)
i −λ(j)

i ‖Z is either equal to zero or is bounded above322

by r
(j)
i τ

(j)
i > 0. Therefore, the triangle inequality ensures that323

‖λ(k+h)
i − λ(k)

i ‖Z ≤
k+h−1∑
j=k

‖λ(j+1)
i − λ(j)

i ‖Z ≤
k+h−1∑
j=k

r
(j)
i τ

(j)
i = r

(k′)
i τ

(k)
i

h∑
j=0

(θ
(k′)
i )jβi .324

Since θ
(k′)
i < 1, we have that the sum on the right hand side of the above inequality325

converges geometrically and thus326

‖λ(k+h)
i − λ(k)

i ‖Z ≤
τ

(k)
i r

(k′)
i

1− (θ
(k′)
i )βi

<
τ

(kε)
i r

(k′)
i

1− (θ
(k′)
i )βi

< ε.327

Consequently, {λ(k)
i } is Cauchy and hence converges strongly to some λ̄i ∈ Z.328

Corollary 5.5. Consider the setting of Theorem 5.4. If |Pj | < ∞ for j =329

1, . . . ,m, then330

Λi(x
(k), λ

(k)
i , r

(k)
i )→ λ̄i i = 1, . . . ,m.331

Proof. The triangle inequality ensures that332

‖Λi(x(k), λ
(k)
i , r

(k)
i )− λ̄i‖Z ≤ ‖Λi(x(k), λ

(k)
i , r

(k)
i )− λ(k)

i ‖Z + ‖λ̄i − λ(k)
i ‖Z333

≤ r(k)
i τ

(k)
i + ‖λ̄i − λ(k)

i ‖Z ∀ k ≥ max
j

maxPj + 1.334
335

Since r
(k)
i is constant for all k sufficiently large and τ

(k)
i → 0, the result then follows336

from Theorem 5.4.337

5.2. Finite Termination. In this subsection, we investigate the scenarios for338

which Algorithm 4.1 terminates in a finite number of iterations. As the following339

result suggests, it is uncommon for the algorithm to produce infinitely many itera-340

tions without satisfying the stopping conditions (5.1). In particular, this result states341

that Algorithm 4.1 will satisfy the stopping conditions (5.1) after a finite number of342

iterations if there are infinitely many successful iterations (i.e., |Pci | = ∞) or if the343

multiplier are updated infinitely often (i.e., |Mi| =∞). In fact, this result shows that344

the only case for which Algorithm 4.1 may not terminate in finitely many iterations is345

if |Pci | <∞ and the associated multiplier estimates are only updated a finite number346

of times, i.e., |Mi| <∞.347
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Theorem 5.6. Let {(x(k), ζ(k), λ
(k)
i , r

(k)
i )} be an infinite sequence of iterates gen-348

erated by Algorithm 4.1, ignoring the stopping conditions (5.1). Then, the sequence349

satisfies350

(5.6) lim
k→∞

‖g(x(k))‖Y = 0 and lim
k→∞

‖L′k(x(k)) + g′(x(k))∗ζ(k)‖X∗ = 0.351

Consider arbitrary i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}. If |Pci ∪Mi| =∞, then352

(5.7) lim
j→∞

dCi(Tx
(kj)) = 0 where Pci ∪Mi = {kj}∞j=1.353

In particular, if |Pci ∪Mi| =∞, then354

(5.8) lim inf
k→∞

dCi(Tx
(k)) = 0355

and if either |Pi| <∞ or |Mc
i | <∞, then dCi(Tx

(k))→ 0 as k →∞.356

Proof. We first note that the tolerance update rules in Algorithm 4.1 ensure that357

(5.9) lim
k→∞

τ
(k)
i = 0, lim

k→∞
δ(k) = 0, and lim

k→∞
ε(k) = 0.358

As a result (5.6) holds. Now, let i ∈ {1, . . . ,m} be arbitrary. By Lemma 5.1, we have359

that dCi(Tx
(k)) ≤ τ (k)

i for all k ∈ Pci and therefore {dCi(Tx(k))}k∈Pci converges to zero360

if |Pci | = ∞. In particular, if |Pi| < ∞, then we have that dCi(Tx
(k)) → 0 as k → ∞361

since dCi(Tx
(k)) ≤ τ

(k)
i for all k sufficiently large. Now, suppose that |Pi| =∞. The362

multiplier update rule in Algorithm 4.1 ensures that363

(5.10)
1

r
(k)
i

‖Λi(x(k), λ
(k)
i , r

(k)
i )‖Z ≤

νi

r
(k)
i

(r
(k+1)
i )γi ≤ νiηγii (r

(k)
i )γi−1 ∀ k ∈Mi.364

Note that if k > K0 then ηi is replaced by η in (5.10). Therefore, {dCi(Tx(k))}k∈Mi365

converges to zero by Lemma 5.3 if |Mi| =∞ since γi < 1/2. Consequently, if |Mc
i | <366

∞, then dCi(Tx
(k)) → 0 as k → ∞ since (5.10) holds for all k sufficiently large.367

Combining these results, we see that (5.7) holds if |Pci ∪Mi| =∞. Finally, (5.8) is a368

direct consequence of (5.7).369

Theorem 5.6 provides conditions under which Algorithm 4.1 terminates in a finite370

number of iterations. However, it does not address the asymptotic satisfaction of the371

first order optimality conditions (3.2). Our next result demonstrates that the sequence372

of iterates generated by Algorithm 4.1 asymptotically satisfies (3.2) as long as (5.8)373

holds.374

Proposition 5.7. Consider the setting of Theorem 5.6. Then the iterates satisfy375

(5.11) lim sup
k→∞

〈T ∗Λi(x(k), λ
(k)
i , r

(k)
i ), y − x(k)〉X∗,X ≤ 0 ∀ y ∈ T−1(Ci)376

for i = 1, . . . ,m.377

Proof. For the subsequent arguments, it will be convenient to define378

s(k) = PCi((r
(k))−1λ

(k)
i + Tx(k)) and t(k) = Λi(x

(k), λ
(k)
i , r

(k)
i ).379

We have that s(k) ∈ Ci and t(k) ∈ NCi(s(k)) by [3, Prop. 6.46]. In addition, by [3,380

Th. 6.29], we can write381

Tx(k) =
t(k) − λ(k)

i

r
(k)
i

+ s(k).382
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Consequently, for any y ∈ T−1(Ci), we have that383

〈T ∗t(k), y − x(k)〉X∗,X = (t(k), Ty − (r
(k)
i )−1(t(k) − λ(k)

i )− s(k))Z384

≤ 1

r
(k)
i

((t(k), λ
(k)
i )Z − ‖t(k)‖2Z),(5.12)385

386

where the upper bound follows from the fact that t(k) ∈ NCi(s(k)). If |Pj | < ∞ for387

j = 1, . . . ,m, then Theorem 5.4 and Corollary 5.5 ensure that the upper bound in388

(5.12) converges to zero since λ
(k)
i → λ̄i and t(k) → λ̄i. Now, consider the case when389

|Pi| = ∞. By maximizing the quadratic form on the right hand side of the above390

equation with respect to t(k), we see that391

〈T ∗t(k), y − x(k)〉X∗,X ≤
1

4r
(k)
i

‖λ(k)
i ‖

2
Z .392

After passing to the limit superior, the desired result follows as a consequence of393

Lemma 5.2 with α = 1/2 > γi.394

Remark 5.8 (Relation to First-Order Optimality Conditions). By Theorem 5.6,395

we have that g(x(k))→ 0 and396

(5.13) − (f ′(x(k)) + g′(x(k))∗ζ(k)) + e(k) =

m∑
i=1

T ∗Λi(x
(k), λ

(k)
i , r

(k)
i ),397

where e(k) → 0. If 〈e(k), x(k)〉X∗,X → 0, then Proposition 5.7 ensures that398

(5.14) lim sup
k→∞

〈−(f ′(x(k)) + g′(x(k))∗ζ(k)), y − x(k)〉X∗,X ≤ 0 ∀ y ∈ T−1(C)399

and therefore the sequence of iterates {(x(k), ζ(k))} asymptotically satisfies the first-400

order optimality conditions (3.2), as long as (5.8) holds.401

5.3. Convergence to Feasible Points and Asymptotic Stationarity. In402

this subsection, we show that weak accumulation points of the iterates {x(k)} gener-403

ated by Algorithm 4.1 are nearly feasible. The assumptions required for this result404

follow from standard assumptions in the convergence theory for SQP and augmented405

Lagrangian methods [12, 15, 19, 20].406

Theorem 5.9. Consider the setting of Theorem 5.6 and let assumption (A1)–407

(A4) hold. Suppose there exists a weakly converging subsequence {x(kj)} with limit408

x̄ ∈ X such that409

(5.15) θ(kj) :=
( m∑
i=1

r
(kj)
i

)−1

→ 0 =⇒ θ(kj)(f ′(x(kj)) + g′(x(kj))∗ζ(kj)) ⇀∗ 0.410

If |Pci ∪Mi| = ∞ for all i = 1, . . . ,m, then T x̄ ∈ C. On the other hand, if there is411

at least one i ∈ {1, . . . ,m} for which |Pci ∪Mi| <∞, then there exists t̄i ∈ (0, 1) with412

t̄1 + . . .+ t̄m = 1 and ȳi ∈ Ci such that413

(5.16) T x̄ =

m∑
i=1

t̄iȳi.414

In addition, the subsequence {(x(kj), ζ(kj))} satisfies415

(5.17) lim sup
k→∞

〈−(f ′(x(kj)) + g′(x(kj))∗ζ(kj)), y − x(kj)〉X∗,X ≤ 0 ∀ y ∈ T−1(C).416
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Proof. Assumption (A3) and Theorem 5.6 ensure that g(x̄) = 0. If |Pci ∪Mi| =∞,417

then Theorem 5.6 and the weak lower semicontinuity of dCi ◦T [40, L. 1.5] imply that418

T x̄ ∈ Ci. As a result, if |Pci ∪Mi| = ∞ for all i = 1, . . . ,m, then T x̄ ∈ C. Now,419

assume that there exists at least one i for which |Pci ∪Mi| <∞. For such i, |Pi| =∞,420

which implies that r
(kj)
` → ∞ for all ` = 1, . . . ,m. Lemma 5.2 then ensure that421

θ(kj)λ
(kj)
` → 0 for ` = 1, . . . ,m. Now, by (5.13) and (5.15), we have422

θ(kj)
m∑
i=1

T ∗Λi(x
(kj), λ

(kj)
i , r

(kj)
i )423

= θ(kj)(e(kj) − (f ′(x(kj)) + g′(x(kj))∗ζ(kj))) ⇀∗ 0.(5.18)424425

Expanding the left hand side yields426

θ(kj)
m∑
i=1

Λi(x
(kj), λ

(kj)
i , r

(kj)
i ) = Tx(kj) +

m∑
i=1

{θ(kj)λ
(kj)
i − t(kj)i PCi(z

(kj)
i )},(5.19)427

428

where t
(kj)
i := θ(kj)r

(kj)
i > 0, t

(kj)
1 + . . . + t

(kj)
m = 1, and z

(kj)
i := (r

(kj)
i )−1λ

(kj)
i +429

Tx(kj). Note that for all kj > K0, we have t
(kj)
i = t

(K0)
i = t̄i. By assumption430

(A2), we have that kerT ∗ = {0}. Since {x(kj)} converges weakly, it is bounded431

and hence {PCi(z
(kj)
i )} is also bounded for i = 1, . . . ,m. Therefore, {PC(z

(kj)
i )}432

has a weakly converging subsequence (that we do not relabel) with limit ȳi ∈ Ci433

since Z is a Hilbert space and Ci is closed and convex (hence, weakly closed) for434

i = 1, . . . ,m. Consequently, the sequence on the left hand side of (5.18) converges435

weakly∗ to T ∗(T x̄−
∑
i t̄iȳi). Owing to the uniqueness of weak∗ limits, we have that436

T ∗(T x̄ −
∑
i t̄iȳi) = 0 and hence (5.16) holds since kerT ∗ = {0}. Moreover, (5.17)437

follows from (5.13) and Proposition 5.7 since {x(kj)} is bounded.438

The next result is a simple consequence of Theorem 5.9 that employs common439

assumptions from the convergence theory for SQP (cf. [26] for more details) that440

ensure the results of Theorem 5.9 hold.441

Corollary 5.10. Suppose there exists a set Ω ⊆ X such that x(k) ∈ Ω for all k442

and for which f ′ and g′ are uniformly bounded on Ω. Moreover, assume that {ζ(k)}443

is bounded. Then, any weak accumulation point of {x(k)} satisfies (5.16) and (5.17)444

holds for any bounded subsequence of {x(k)}. In particular, Algorithm 4.1 either445

terminates in a finite number of iterations with an approximate stationary point or it446

produces an infinite sequence {x(k)} for which all bounded subsequence satisfy (5.17)447

and all weak accumulation points of {x(k)} satisfy (5.16).448

Remark 5.11 (Weak Limits and Feasibility). A consequence of Corollary 5.10 is449

that if {x(k)} has a weak accumulation point, then the feasible set for optimization450

problem (3.1) is nonempty. Notably, if X is reflexive and Ω is bounded, then {x(k)}451

has a weakly converging subsequence. The assumption that Ω is bounded is used to452

prove convergence of the augmented Lagrangian algorithm in [12, Assumption AS2].453

Theorem 5.9 does not ensure that weak accumulation points x̄ of {x(k)} are fea-454

sible. It only shows that T x̄ is an element of the convex hull of C1 ∪ · · · ∪ Cm. We455

conclude this section with some common situations for which T x̄ is guaranteed to456

be feasible. In these cases, Algorithm 4.1 either terminates in a finite number of it-457

erations or it generates a sequence {x(k)} that satisfies the asymptotic stationarity458

condition (5.14) and whose weak accumulation points are feasible.459
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Corollary 5.12. Let the assumptions of Theorem 5.9 hold and suppose one of460

the following conditions holds:461

(a) m = 1;462

(b) PCi is weakly continuous for i = 1, . . . ,m;463

(c) T is completely continuous;464

(d) x(kj) converges strongly to x̄;465

(e) There exists a Banach space X0 that is compactly embedded in X such that466

{x(kj)} ⊂ X0 and x(kj) ⇀ x̄ in X0;467

(f) X is finite dimensional.468

Then, {x(kj)} satisfies the asymptotic stationarity condition (5.17) and T x̄ ∈ C.469

Proof. Case (a) is obvious. For cases (b)–(d), we have that ȳi = PCi(T x̄). There-470

fore, (5.16) shows that T x̄ is a fixed point of the map
∑
i t̄iPCi(·) and it follows from471

[3, Prop 4.34] that the fixed points of this map are exactly the set C. Moreover, if (e)472

holds, then the compact embedding of X0 in X ensures that x(kj) → x̄ in X and the473

result follows from (d). Finally, if (f) holds, then (b), (c), (d) and (e) also hold.474

Remark 5.13 (Second-Order Optimality Conditions). It may be possible to prove475

strong convergence of {x(kj)} under additional conditions such as second-order op-476

timality conditions. See [9], where this is done for a related augmented Lagrangian477

algorithm in Banach space.478

5.4. Convergence to Stationary Points. Theorem 5.6 gives sufficient con-479

ditions for Algorithm 4.1 to terminate in a finite number of iterations. However, it480

does not ensure that the sequence of iterates {x(k)} satisfies the first-order station-481

ary conditions (3.2). In this subsection, we address this question. The next results482

demonstrate the limiting behavior of the sequence of iterates {x(k)} generated by Al-483

gorithm 4.1. In particular, if a weak accumulation point of {x(k)} exists, then that484

point must be a first-order stationary point. This result requires additional regularity485

assumptions on the problem data f and g. In particular, we assume the following.486

Assumption 5.14 (Regularity of Derivatives).487

(A5) The derivative of the equality constrained Lagrangian satisfies: If xk ⇀ x in488

X, ζk ⇀
∗ ζ in Y ∗ and489

lim sup
k→∞

〈f ′(xk) + g′(xk)∗ζk, xk − x〉X∗,X ≤ 0,490

then for all y ∈ T−1(C), the following holds491

〈f ′(x) + g′(x)∗ζ, x− y〉X∗,X ≤ lim inf
k→∞

〈f ′(xk) + g′(xk)∗ζk, xk − y〉X∗,X .492
493

A brief discussion of assumption (A5) is in order. If X is finite dimensional, then494

weak and strong convergence coincide, and therefore the continuity of f ′ : X → X∗495

and g′ : X → L(X,Y ) (assumption (A1)) ensures that496

f ′(xk) + g′(xk)∗ζk → f ′(x) + g′(x)∗ζ and xk → x.497

Consequently, (A5) is satisfied. In infinite dimensions, it may require quite strong498

assumptions to satisfy (A5). Following our next result, we provide assumptions that499

ensure that assumption (A5) holds.500

Theorem 5.15. Consider the setting of Theorem 5.6 and let assumptions (A1)–501

(A5) hold. Let (x̄, ζ̄) ∈ X × Y ∗ be a weak/weak∗ accumulation point of {(x(k), ζ(k))}.502

If T x̄ ∈ C, then x̄ is a first-order stationary point of (3.1). That is, x̄ satisfies (3.2).503
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Proof. Let {(x(kj), ζ(kj))} denote a subsequence such that x(kj) ⇀ x̄ and ζ(kj) ⇀∗504

ζ̄ and suppose T x̄ ∈ C. Assumption (A3) ensures that g(x̄) = 0. We now prove505

the first condition in (3.2). Proposition 5.7, the fact that T x̄ ∈ C, and the strong506

convergence of {e(kj)} ensure that507

lim sup
kj→∞

〈−(f ′(x(kj)) + g′(x(kj))∗ζ(kj)), x̄− x(kj)〉X∗,X508

= lim sup
kj→∞

〈−(f ′(x(kj)) + g′(x(kj))∗ζ(kj)) + e(kj), x̄− x(kj)〉X∗,X509

= lim sup
kj→∞

m∑
i=1

(T ∗Λi(x
(kj), λ

(kj)
i , r

(kj)
i ), x̄− x(kj))Z ≤ 0.510

511

The result then follows from assumption (A5).512

The next result provides strong assumptions on the derivatives f ′ and g′ that en-513

sure assumption (A5) holds. In addition, the result employs a constraint qualification514

to ensure that {ζ(k)} is bounded and hence has a weakly∗ converging subsequence.515

These are then used to show that the results of Theorem 5.9 hold. The assumptions516

used in this result were motivated by [9, § 5].517

Corollary 5.16. Consider the setting of Theorem 5.6, let assumptions (A1)–518

(A4) hold. Moreover, assume that f ′ and g′ satisfy the following assumptions:519

(A6) The derivative f ′ : X → X∗ is pseudomonotone, i.e.,520

xk ⇀ x and lim sup
k→∞

〈f ′(xk), xk − x〉X∗,X ≤ 0521

=⇒ 〈f ′(x), x− y〉X∗,X ≤ lim inf
k→∞

〈f ′(xk), xk − y〉X∗,X ∀ y ∈ X;522
523

(A7) The Jacobian g′ : X → L(X,Y ) is sequentially weak-to-strong continuous and524

g′(x)∗ ∈ L(Y ∗, X∗) is sequentially weak∗-to-strong continuous for all x ∈ X.525

Then, assumption (A5) holds. If, in addition,526

(A8) For any bounded set D ⊂ X, the set {f ′(x) |x ∈ D} ⊆ X∗ is bounded,527

and x̄ is a weak accumulation point of {x(k)} that satisfies the extended Robinson528

constraint qualification,529

(5.20) 0 ∈ int g′(x̄)(T−1(C)− x̄).530

Then, x̄ satisfies (3.2) as long as T x̄ ∈ C.531

Proof. We first show that assumption (A5) holds. Let xk ⇀ x in X and ζk ⇀
∗ ζ532

in Y ∗. By assumption (A7), we have that g′(xk) → g′(x) and g′(x)∗ is sequentially533

weak∗-to-strong continuous. As a result, we have that g′(x)∗ζk → g′(x)∗ζ, which534

yields g′(xk)∗ζk → g′(x)∗ζ. Assumption (A5) then follows from assumption (A6).535

Now, suppose (5.20) holds at x̄ and let {x(kj)} denote a subsequence of {x(k)} that536

weakly converges to x̄ with associated multiplier subsequence {ζ(kj)}. The generalized537

open mapping theorem [42, Th. 2.1] ensures that there exists ρ > 0 such that538

BYρ ⊂ g′(x̄)[(T−1(C)− x̄) ∩BX1 ].539

Let y(kj) ∈ BY1 be a sequence of unit vectors satisfying 〈ζ(kj), y(kj)〉Y ∗,Y ≥ 1
2‖ζ

(kj)‖Y ∗ .540

As a result of the above inclusion, we have that −ρy(kj) ∈ BYρ and there exists a541

bounded sequence {v(kj)} in T−1(C) such that542

−ρy(kj) = g′(x̄)(v(kj) − x̄)543
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Assumption (A7) ensures that −ρy(kj) = g′(x(kj))(v(kj)−x(kj))+η(kj), where η(kj) →544

0. Now, for kj sufficiently large so that ‖η(kj)‖Y ≤ ρ
4 , we have that545

ρ

2
‖ζ(kj)‖Y ∗ ≤ 〈ζ(kj), ρy(kj)〉Y ∗,Y546

≤ 〈ζ(kj),−g′(x(kj))(v(kj) − x(kj))〉Y ∗,Y +
ρ

4
‖ζ(kj)‖Y ∗ .(5.21)547

548

With e(k) as defined in (5.13), we can rewrite549

−g′(x(kj))∗ζ(kj) = f ′(x(kj)) +

m∑
i=1

T ∗Λi(x
(kj), λ

(kj)
i , r

(kj)
i )− e(kj).550

Substituting this expression into (5.21) and rearranging terms gives551

ρ

4
‖ζ(kj)‖Y ∗ ≤ 〈f ′(x(kj)), v(kj) − x(kj)〉X∗,X552

+

m∑
i=1

〈T ∗Λi(x(kj), λ
(kj)
i , r

(kj)
i )− e(kj), v(kj) − x(kj)〉X∗,X .(5.22)553

554

Notice that Proposition 5.7 ensures that there exists a sequence {n(kj)} ∈ (0,∞) such555

that n(kj) ↘ 0 and556

m∑
i=1

〈T ∗Λi(x(kj), λ
(kj)
i , r

(kj)
i ), v(kj) − x(kj)〉X∗,X ≤ n(kj)557

since vkj ∈ T−1(C). Therefore, the right hand side of (5.22), and hence {ζ(kj)},558

is bounded by (A8) and the fact that e(k) → 0. Since {ζ(kj)} is bounded, it has a559

weakly∗ convergent subsequence by the Banach-Alaoglu Theorem [16, Th. 5.18]. The560

desired result then follows from Theorem 5.15.561

6. Algorithmic Extensions. We now present extensions to Algorithm 4.1. Our562

first extension allows us to separately penalize multiple individual constraints. The563

second extension allows us to handle nonlinear constraint operators T in (3.1).564

6.1. Finitely Many Linear Constraints. In this subsection, we consider the565

common setting in which there are finitely many constraints of the form Tix ∈ Ĉi,566

where Ti ∈ L(X,Zi) and Ĉi ∈ Zi is nonempty, closed and convex for i = 1, . . . ,m.567

Here, Zi denotes a real Hilbert space for i = 1, . . . ,m. We first note that this setting568

can be stated in the more general setting of (3.1) by defining569

(6.1) Z := Z1⊕· · ·⊕Zm, Tx := (T1x, . . . , Tmx) and C := Ĉ1×· · ·×Ĉm.570

Consequently, it is straightforward to apply Algorithm 4.1 with T and C defined571

above, either by treating Tx ∈ C as a single constraint or by handling Tix ∈ Ĉi572

individually. In particular, define573

Ci :=

i−1∏
j=1

Zj

× Ĉi ×
 m∏
j=i+1

Zj

 , i = 1, . . . ,m,574

where
∏

denotes the Cartesian product and the first and last products are void if i = 1575

and i = m, respectively. It is clear from the definition of C and Ci that assumption576
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(A4) holds. Moreover, using these definitions, we see that577

IC(Tx) =

m∑
i=1

ICi(Tx) =

m∑
i=1

IĈi(Tix)578

and hence, Ψi and Λi only depend on Tix and Ĉi for i = 1, . . . ,m. Unfortunately, T579

as defined above need not satisfy assumption (A2). In particular, the adjoint operator580

T ∗, which is given by T ∗z = T ∗1 z1 + . . . + T ∗mzm for z = (z1, . . . , zm) and zi ∈ Zi for581

i = 1, . . . ,m, need not be injective even if T ∗i is for i = 1, . . . ,m. Fortunately, there582

are practical situations where T ∗ is in fact injective. One such situation is when the583

optimization space X is a direct sum of Banach spaces. This is often the case for584

optimal control problems, in which case X is typically composed of the state and585

control spaces.586

Suppose there exists real Banach spaces Xi and operators T̂i ∈ L(Xi, Zi) satisfy-587

ing (A2), i = 1, . . . ,m, for which588

(6.2) X = X1 ⊕ · · · ⊕Xm and Tix = T̂ixi for i = 1, . . . ,m.589

In this case, T = T̂1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ T̂m satisfies assumption (A2). Therefore, Theorem 5.9590

applies directly to problems of this type. In fact, we can show that T x̄ ∈ C.591

Theorem 6.1. Consider the setting of Theorem 5.6 and let assumption (A1)–592

(A4) hold. Let X, Z, T , and C be defined as in (6.1) and (6.2), and suppose there593

exists a weakly converging subsequence {x(kj)} with limit x̄ ∈ X such that594

(6.3) r
(kj)
i →∞ =⇒ 1

r
(kj)

i

(
fxi(x

(kj)) + gxi(x
(kj))∗ζ(kj)

)
⇀∗ 0,595

for i = 1, . . . ,m. Here, fxi and gxi denote the partial derivatives of f and g with596

respect to xi, i = 1, . . . ,m, respectively. Then, x̄ satisfies T x̄ ∈ C.597

Proof. Clearly if |Pci ∪ Mi| = ∞ then T̂ix̄i ∈ Ĉi for i = 1, . . . ,m. We assume598

that at least one i = 1, . . . ,m satisfies |Pi| = ∞. Using the product structure of the599

problem, (6.3) ensures that600

1

r
(kj)

i

T ∗i Λi(x
(kj)
i , λ

(kj)
i , r

(kj)
i ) = 1

r
(kj)

i

(
e

(kj)
i −

(
fxi(x

(kj)) + gxi(x
(kj))∗ζ(kj)

))
⇀∗ 0,601

for which the left hand side can be expanded as602

1

r
(kj)

i

T ∗i Λi(x
(kj)
i , λ

(kj)
i , r

(kj)
i ) = T ∗i (z

(kj)
i −PĈi(z

(kj)
i )),603

where z
(kj)
i = (r

(kj)
i )−1λ

(kj)
i + T̂ix

(kj)
i Since (r

(kj)
i )−1λ

(kj)
i → 0 by Lemma 5.2 and604

T̂ix
(kj)
i ⇀ T̂ix̄i, the sequence {z(kj)

i } is bounded and hence so is {PĈi(z
(kj
i )}. Further-605

more, since Zi is a Hilbert space, {PĈi(z
(kj)
i )} has a weakly converging subsequence606

(that we do not relabel) with limit ȳi ∈ Ĉi. The injectivity of T̂ ∗i and the uniqueness607

of weak∗ limits then ensure that T̂ix̄i = ȳi ∈ Ĉi for i = 1, . . . ,m.608

6.2. Nonlinear Constraints. We now consider the addition of the nonlinear609

constraint T0(x) ∈ C0 to (3.1). Here, T0 : X → Z0, where Z0 is a real Hilbert space610

and C0 ⊆ Z0 is nonempty, closed and convex. We define the penalty function Ψ0611

and the multiplier update functions Λ0 analogously to Ψi and Λi for i = 1, . . . ,m.612
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Additionally, we define r
(k)
0 , λ

(k)
0 , P0 and M0 analogously. With these definitions,613

the results in Section 5.1 and Theorem 5.6 hold with no modifications. In the next614

theorem, we demonstrate how the result of Theorem 5.9 changes in this setting.615

Theorem 6.2. Consider the setting of Theorem 5.9. Let x̄ ∈ X be a weak accu-616

mulation point of {x(k)} with associated subsequence {x(kj)} and suppose that there617

exists α ∈ (0, 1) such that618

(6.4) θ(kj) :=
( m∑
i=0

r
(kj)
i

)−1

→ 0 =⇒ (θ(kj))α(f ′(x(kj))+g′(x(kj))∗ζ(kj)) ⇀∗ 0.619

Moreover, assume that:620

(A9) T0 is completely continuous, continuously Fréchet differentiable, and the de-621

rivative T ′0 satisfies622

xk ⇀ x, yk ⇀ y in X =⇒ T ′0(xk)yk ⇀ T ′0(x)y.623

If |Pci ∪Mi| =∞ for i = 0, . . . ,m, then T x̄ ∈ C and T0(x̄) ∈ C0. On the other hand,624

if there exists at least one i = 0, . . . ,m for which |Pci ∪Mi| <∞, then x̄ satisfies625

(6.5) 〈T ′0(x̄)∗(T0(x̄)−PC0(T0(x̄))), y − x̄〉X∗,X ≥ 0 ∀ y ∈ T−1(C).626

Finally, if x̄ satisfies the extended Robinson constraint qualification627

(6.6) 0 ∈ int {T0(x̄) + T ′0(x̄)(T−1(C)− x̄)− C2},628

then T0(x̄) ∈ C0 and (5.16) holds.629

Proof. If |Pci ∪Mi| = ∞ for i = 0, . . . ,m, then the feasibility follows from the630

arguments in the proof of Theorem 5.9. To prove the remaining results, suppose that631

|Pci ∪Mi| <∞ for at least one i = 0, . . . ,m. In this case, (6.4) ensures that632

θ(kj)
m∑
i=1

T ∗Λi(x
(kj), λ

(kj)
i , r

(kj)
i ) + θ(kj)T ′0(x(kj))∗Λ0(x(kj), λ

(kj)
0 , r

(kj)
0 )633

= θ(kj)
(
e(kj) −

(
f ′(x(kj)) + g′(x(kj))∗ζ(kj)

))
⇀∗ 0(6.7)634

635

and assumption (A9) and Lemma 5.2 ensure that the left hand side of (6.7) weakly∗636

converges to637

(6.8)

m∑
i=1

t̄iT
∗ (T x̄− ȳi) + t̄0T

′
0(x̄)∗(T0(x̄)−PC0

(T0(x̄))) = 0638

for ȳi ∈ Ci, i = 1, . . . ,m, as in Theorem 5.9. Assumption (A9) further ensures that639

lim
kj→∞

θ(kj)〈T ′0(x(kj))∗Λ0(x(kj), λ
(kj)
0 , r

(kj)
0 ), y − x(kj)〉X∗,X640

= t̄0〈T ′0(x̄)∗(T0(x̄)−PC0(T0(x̄)), y − x̄〉X∗,X ∀ y ∈ X641642

and therefore Proposition 5.7 applied to the i = 1, . . . ,m constraints combined with643

(6.4) and (6.7) implies (6.5). In particular, (θ(kj))1−α(y − x(kj)) → 0 since {x(kj)}644
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converges weakly (and hence is bounded) and645

−t̄0〈T ′0(x̄)∗(T0(x̄)−PC0(T0(x̄)), y − x̄〉X∗,X646

= lim
kj→∞

θ(kj)

{
− 〈T ′0(x(kj))∗Λ0(x(kj), λ

(kj)
0 , r

(kj)
0 ), y − x(kj)〉X∗,X647

+ 〈e(kj) − (f ′(x(kj)) + g′(x(kj))∗ζ(kj)), y − x(kj)〉X∗,X
}

648

≤ lim sup
kj→∞

θ(kj)
m∑
i=1

〈T ∗Λi(x(kj), λ
(kj)
i , r

(kj)
i ), y − x(kj)〉X∗,X ≤ 0 ∀ y ∈ T−1(C).649

650

To conclude, suppose that x̄ satisfies (6.6), then there exists ρ > 0 such that651

BZ0
ρ ⊆ T0(x̄) + T ′0(x̄)(T−1(C)− x̄)− C0. In particular, for any z ∈ BZ0

ρ , there exists652

y ∈ T−1(C) and c ∈ C0 such that z = T0(x̄) + T ′0(x̄)(y − x̄)− c. Therefore,653

(T0(x̄)−PC0
(T0(x̄)), z)Z0

= 〈T ′0(x̄)∗(T0(x̄)−PC0
(T0(x̄))), y − x̄〉X∗,X654

+ (T0(x̄)−PC0
(T0(x̄)), T0(x̄)− c)Z0

.655656

The first term on the right hand side is nonnegative by the above arguments and the657

second term is nonnegative by [3, Th. 3.14]. Since this holds for all z ∈ BZ0
ρ , we have658

that T0(x̄)−PC0
(T0(x̄)) = 0 and consequently T0(x̄) ∈ C0. Combining this with (6.8)659

and the injectivity of T ∗ shows that (5.16) holds.660

Remark 6.3 (Optimality of x̄). Note that if T x̄ ∈ C, then the variational inequal-661

ity (6.5) is the first-order optimality conditions for the optimization problem662

min
Tx∈C

dC0
(T0(x))2.663

7. Solution of the subproblem. An important motivation for the ALESQP664

method is to enable iterative, and therefore inexact, solution of linear systems in-665

volving the discretizations of g′(x). Therefore, a good choice for the solution of the666

augmented Lagrangian subproblem (4.5) is the inexact, matrix-free trust-region SQP667

method [19, 26]. To provide context for some modifications related to its use with the668

augmented Lagrangian, we give a short summary of the method. For this, we assume669

that X and Y are Hilbert spaces. We define the SQP Lagrangian L : X × Y ∗ → R670

for (4.5), which includes the augmented Lagrangian,671

L (x, ζ) := L(x) + 〈ζ, g(x)〉Y ∗,Y ,672

where L(x) := Lk(x), and k denotes the k-th augmented Lagrangian iteration. The673

SQP method [19] extends the composite-step approach of [28] to rigorously handle674

inexact linear system solves. In the context of (4.5), the method comprises the fol-675

lowing steps at its jth iteration. We start with an iterate xj , the corresponding676

Lagrange multiplier ζj , a trust-region radius ∆j and a self-adjoint approximation677

of ∇xxL (xj , ζj), denoted by Hj = H(xj , ζj), with H ∈ L(X,X). First, to reduce678

the linear infeasibility, ‖g′(xj)n+ g(xj)‖Y , we approximately solve the quasi-normal679

subproblem,680

(7.1) min
n∈X

‖g′(xj)n+ g(xj)‖2Y subject to ‖n‖X ≤ 0.8∆j ,681

using Powell’s dogleg method [31], where we compute the second-order (Newton) step682

by iteratively solving an augmented system, subject to the stopping condition provided683
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in [26, Eqn. 34]. Second, given a solution nj of (7.1), to improve optimality we solve684

the tangential subproblem,685

min
t̃∈X

1
2 (Hj t̃, t̃)X + (W̃j(∇xL (xj , ζj) +Hjnj), t̃)X

subject to t̃ ∈ Range(W̃j) , ‖t̃+ nj‖X ≤ ∆j ,

(7.2)686

687

using the projected conjugate gradient (CG) method with Steihaug-Toint termination688

criteria [36]. In (7.2) the linear operator W̃j ∈ L(X,X) represents an approximate689

projection onto the null-space of g′(xj), ker(g′(xj)). Its action on a vector is given by690

the solution of another augmented system, with the stopping conditions [26, Eqns. 37691

and 39]. Third, to ensure that the trial step remains sufficiently close to ker(g′(xj)),692

i.e., maintains linearized feasibility, we additionally project the solution t̃j of (7.2)693

onto ker(g′(xj)) to compute the tangential step tj . To accomplish this, we solve an694

augmented system with the stopping condition [26, Eqn. 41]. This yields the trial695

step sj = nj + tj . Fourth, we compute the Lagrange multipliers ζj+1 by solving696

another augmented system, with the stopping conditions [26, Eqn. 43]. Finally, we697

apply trust-region acceptance and update criteria, see [26, Alg. 4, Steps 3 and 4].698

The aforementioned augmented systems are optimality systems of the form699

(7.3)

(
RX,X∗ g′(xj)

∗

g′(xj) 0

)(
y1

y2

)
=

(
b1
b2

)
+

(
e1

e2

)
,700

where RX,X∗ ∈ L(X,X∗) is the inverse Riesz map [18]. If the system (7.3) is solved701

directly, the residual (e1 e2)> is ignored. If it is solved iteratively, the size of (e1 e2)>702

can be controlled using stopping conditions of the form703

‖e1‖X∗ + ‖e2‖Y ≤ T (‖y1‖X , ‖b1‖X∗ , ‖b2‖Y ,∆j , τnom),704

where T : R5
+ → R+ is a tolerance function specific to each step, as referenced above,705

and τnom > 0 is a chosen nominal tolerance. The SQP method adjusts linear system706

tolerances based on its progress, in order to ensure global convergence under stan-707

dard assumptions. A discussion of the theoretical assumptions, the nominal tolerance708

choice, the Riesz map, and some modifications to the augmented system (7.3) follows.709

Function-space setting. The SQP algorithm [19] requires that X and Y be Hilbert710

spaces. In Section 8 all numerical examples satisfy these assumptions, justifying the711

application of the algorithm. However, our augmented Lagrangian algorithm and the712

corresponding convergence theory are developed in the more general setting of Banach713

spaces. In order to apply ALESQP in Banach space, extensions to the SQP algorithm714

are necessary. For instance, different notions of Cauchy points and Cauchy decrease715

conditions are needed, see [13, Sec. 8.3.2]; projections onto ker(g′(x)) as discussed716

previously do not apply; the objective function in (7.2) must be modified; etc. The717

required extensions, while plausible, are beyond the scope of this paper.718

Lipschitz continuous derivatives. In [19] it is assumed that the functions L and719

g are twice continuously differentiable. This is an appropriate assumption for all720

numerical examples in Section 8 in the absence of the constraints Tx ∈ C, i.e., when721

L = f . Once the constraints are included, the constraint penalty terms in L render722

L′ Lipschitz continuous, see Corollary 4.4. The proof of Theorem 3.5 in [19] is easily723

extended to handle L with Lipschitz continuous derivatives. Specifically, the second-724

order Taylor expansion used on page 1537 of [19] can be replaced with the first-order725

expansion, followed by the use of Lipschitz continuity of L ′; see the assumption726

AW.1c for the composite-step algorithm analyzed in [13], and Theorem 3.1.4 in [13].727
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Nominal linear solver stopping tolerance. The theory in [19] permits an arbitrary728

choice of the nominal tolerance τnom > 0. For good numerical performance, we choose729

τnom = min{
√
δ(k),

√
ε(k)}. The same value is used for all augmented system solves,730

i.e., the nominal tolerances τ qn, τpg, τproj , τ tang and τ lmh from [19, 26].731

Implementation of the Riesz maps. The SQP algorithm is posed in Hilbert space,732

and therefore naturally supports the use of Riesz maps, such as RX∗,X . However,733

in large-scale applications the Riesz map may require an iterative solution of addi-734

tional linear systems—nested within the iterative augmented system solve, or in other735

components of the SQP algorithm. Inexact or variable Riesz maps are not supported736

by [19]. To circumvent this challenge, in Section 8 we use diagonal Riesz map dis-737

cretizations. This enables Riesz maps that are exact to within machine precision.738

Preconditioning of the projected CG method. In certain applications we can accel-739

erate the projected CG iteration for the solution of (7.2) by replacing the augmented740

system solve that yields the constraint null-space projection with the solution of a741

related linear system. Motivated by a comment about the “perfect preconditioner”742

for projected CG [17, p. 1381], we solve a system of the form743

(7.4)

(
B(xj) + T ∗

(∑m
i=1 r

(k)
i

(
RZ,Z∗ −Dij

))
T g′(xj)

∗

g′(xj) 0

)(
y1

y2

)
=

(
b1
0

)
+

(
e1

e2

)
,744

where B(xj) ∈ L(X,X∗) approximates f ′′(xj) and Dij denotes the Newton derivative745

[11, Def. 2.1] of PCi((r
(k)
i )−1λ

(k)
i + Txj). Our assumptions for the use of this system746

are as follows: (i) f is twice continuously differentiable; (ii) X is a Hilbert space and747

B is nonnegative; and (iii) (e1 e2)> = (0 0)>, i.e., only a direct solve is permitted. It748

is possible to relax the third assumption, and allow iterative solves of (7.4). However,749

this leads to two challenges, namely the derivation of stopping conditions for the750

iterative solve to replace conditions [26, Eqns. 37 and 39] and, more importantly, the751

question of efficient preconditioning of (7.4). Both are beyond the scope of this paper,752

which is why we enforce the third assumption whenever (7.4) is used in Section 8.753

8. Applications. In this section, we demonstrate Algorithm 4.1 on three infinite754

dimensional optimization problems. Our first problem computes a probability density755

function (pdf) by maximizing the Rényi entropy. The second and third problems are756

optimization problems constrained by PDEs. Throughout, Ω ⊂ Rd with d = 1, 2, and757

Lp(Ω), p ∈ [1,∞], denotes the usual p-order Lebesgue space. Moreover, Lp+(Ω) will758

denote the subset of nonnegative Lp(Ω) functions. We denote by ∂Ω the boundary of759

Ω, and by W 1,s(Ω) and H1(Ω) := W 1,2(Ω) the Sobolev spaces of weakly differentiable760

functions [1]. Furthermore, we denote by W 1,s
0 (Ω) the subspace of W 1,s(Ω)-functions761

that are zero on the boundary in the trace sense, and H1
0 (Ω) := W 1,2

0 (Ω). All examples762

are discretized using continuous piecewise linear finite elements on regular simplicial763

meshes. We use diagonal Riesz map discretizations in all components of ALESQP,764

associated with the function spaces X, Y and Z. In particular, we use the lumped765

mass matrix for both L2(Ω) and H1
0 (Ω).766

We choose the following parameters for Algorithm 4.1:767

(a) zero initial guesses throughout, i.e., x(0) = 0, ζ(0) = 0 and λ
(1)
i = 0, for768

i = 0, . . . ,m, with the exception of the initial guess x(0) = 1 for the Rényi769

entropy example (due to the presence of the log function);770

(b) initial SQP subproblem stopping tolerances771

δ(0) = ε(0) = max{10−3‖L′k(x(0)) + g′(x(0))∗ζ(0)‖X∗ , 10−6};772
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(c) the basic tolerance update, see Remark 4.2, with reduction factors δ0 = 0.25,773

δ1 = 0.9, ε0 = 0.25 and ε1 = 0.9;774

(d) the g-feasibility, optimality and T - feasibility stopping tolerances δ∗ = ε∗ =775

τ∗ = 10−6, respectively;776

(e) update factors ηi = 5, for i = 0, 1, . . . ,m, for the augmented Lagrangian777

penalties; and778

(f) η = 5, K0 = 103, θi = 0.1, αi = 0.1, βi = 0.9, τ
(0)
i = 1, νi = 106, γi = 0.49,779

for i = 0, 1, . . . ,m.780

Initial augmented Lagrangian penalty parameters. As in all augmented Lagrangian781

methods, the choice of the initial penalty parameters is important for good perfor-782

mance, and ALESQP is no exception. We use two general guidelines when choosing783

the initial parameters. First, they should be chosen as large as possible, without784

detriment to the convergence of the SQP subproblem solver. A conservative choice785

is r
(1)
i = 10, for i = 0, 1, . . . ,m. This is the default choice in ALESQP. Second,786

they should be chosen so that all terms comprising the augmented Lagrangian func-787

tional are well balanced. In our first example, the inequality constraint scaling is such788

that the augmented Lagrangian terms are well balanced, and we can use the default789

penalty parameter choice. In the second and third examples, the problem structure—790

specifically the splitting of the variables into states and controls, combined with the791

PDE nature of the equality constraint linking the states and controls—dictates a more792

subtle choice, described in more detail in Section 8.2.793

In the presented results, AL denotes the total number of augmented Lagrangian794

iterations, SQP the total number of SQP iterations, CG the total number of CG iter-795

ations, normg the equality constraint violation ‖g(x̄)‖Y , grad-lag the norm of the796

gradient of the subproblem Lagrangian ‖L′k(x̄) + g′(x̄)∗ζ̄‖X∗ , and feas the constraint797

violation maxi dCi(T x̄). We implemented the entire ALESQP framework in Matlab798

(R2019a), and studied its performance using a single core of a 2.9GHz Intel Core i9799

processor and 32GB of RAM. The problem instances studied here range in size from800

4,225 to 524,801 optimization variables.801

8.1. Maximum Entropy. The purpose of this example is to demonstrate mesh802

independent performance using direct and iterative linear system solves. Our maxi-803

mum entropy problem seeks a pdf, x, that satisfies certain moment constraints. Let804

Ω = [0, 1]2, X = Lp(Ω), Y = R3, Z = L2(Ω), Z0 = R, C = L2
+(Ω), and C0 = [0, 1].805

We solve806

(8.1a) min
X∈X

{
f(x) :=

1

p− 1
log

(∫
Ω

x(ω)p dω

)}
807

808
subject to Tx := x ≥ 0 a.e.(8.1b)809

g1(x) :=

∫
Ω

x(ω) dω − 1 = 0(8.1c)810

g2(x) :=

∫
Ω

x(ω)ω dω − µ = 0(8.1d)811

T0(x) := σ−1det

(∫
Ω

x(ω)(ω − µ)(ω − µ)> dω

)
≤ 1,(8.1e)812

813

where σ > 0 and µ ∈ R2 are given, g(x) = (g1(x), g2(x)), and the objective function814

is the negative p-order Rényi entropy [38] with p = 2.5. Constraints (8.1b) and (8.1c)815

ensure that x is a pdf, (8.1d) ensures that the expected value associated with x is816
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µ, and (8.1e) ensures that the generalized variance [39] associated with x is smaller817

than σ. A straightforward computation shows that T0 satisfies assumption (A9) and818

therefore Theorem 6.2 applies. We use the problem data819

µ = (0.45, 0.45) and σ =
1

2
det

(∫
Ω

(ω − µ)(ω − µ)> dω

)
≈ 0.00368,820

where the latter is chosen so the generalized variance associated with the optimal pdf821

is less than a half of the generalized variance associated with the uniform density.822

For our numerical results, we use the default initial penalty parameters, r
(1)
0 = 10823

and r
(1)
1 = 10, because the constraint values at the initial guess are well balanced.824

In particular, ‖Tx(0)‖Z = 1 and |T0(x(0))| = 2. Table 1 documents ALESQP per-825

formance as the problem size grows, using direct solutions of the augmented sys-826

tems (7.3). We observe nearly mesh-independent iteration numbers for the augmented827

Lagrangian loop and all its iterative components. We note that for this example the828

penalty parameters do not increase; e.g., for the 128 × 128 mesh the final values829

are r
(7)
0 = 10 and r

(7)
1 = 10. Table 2 documents ALESQP performance with itera-830

tive augmented system solves, where we have used unpreconditioned MINRES [29]831

to solve (7.3). Again, we observe nearly mesh-independent iteration numbers for the832

augmented Lagrangian loop and all its iterative components. Most notably, the total833

number of MINRES iterations is around 3,000, and it does not change significantly as834

the mesh is refined. In other words, we have demonstrated discretization-independent835

algorithmic performance of a fully matrix-free framework on an infinite-dimensional836

optimization problem with nonlinear inequality constraints. Finally, we note that the837

solution time for the matrix-free approach increases linearly with problem size, with838

the wallclock time of 5 seconds on the smallest mesh and 358 seconds on the largest839

mesh.840

Mesh AL SQP CG normg grad-lag feas

64x64 8 44 249 1.36e-16 8.32e-08 2.06e-07

128x128 7 42 239 7.85e-17 1.61e-07 4.60e-07

256x256 7 47 246 6.23e-16 3.47e-07 8.98e-07

512x512 6 43 261 5.27e-16 9.35e-07 4.37e-07
Table 1

Maximum Entropy, direct solution of (7.3). ALESQP performance for varying spatial
discretization (Mesh). The AL, SQP, and CG iteration numbers are nearly mesh independent.

Mesh AL SQP CG normg grad-lag feas tot.aug avg.aug

64x64 8 42 222 7.78e-14 2.00e-07 5.05e-07 2969 7.9

128x128 9 47 207 4.12e-15 3.01e-07 4.21e-08 2859 7.6

256x256 10 54 234 3.24e-16 8.72e-07 3.66e-08 3217 7.5

512x512 8 57 273 5.27e-16 9.57e-07 1.63e-07 3516 7.4
Table 2

Maximum Entropy, iterative solution of (7.3). ALESQP performance for varying spatial
discretization (Mesh). The AL, SQP, and CG iteration numbers are nearly mesh independent. The
tot.aug column gives the total number of MINRES iterations in augmented system solves, for the
entire run of ALESQP. The avg.aug column gives the average number of MINRES iterations per
augmented system solve. The tot.aug and avg.aug iterations vary little as the mesh is refined.

8.2. Semilinear Elliptic PDE with Control and State Constraints. The841

purpose of this example is to demonstrate nearly mesh-independent performance of842
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ALESQP on a PDE-constrained optimization problem with control and state con-843

straints. From now on, we solve (7.4) to accelerate the projected CG method. As844

mentioned earlier, with (7.4) we only use direct linear system solves. Additionally, we845

demonstrate that ALESQP meets constraint tolerances at the level of machine preci-846

sion with only marginally increased iteration counts. Let Ω = (0, 1)2, X = X1 ⊕X2847

with X1 = H1
0 (Ω) and X2 = L2(Ω), Y = H−1(Ω), and Zi = L2(Ω) for i = 1, 2, 3. We848

consider the problem849

(8.2a) min
u∈X1, z∈X2

{
f(u, z) :=

1

2
‖u− ud‖2L2(Ω) +

α

2
‖z‖2L2(Ω)

}
850

851
subject to ua ≤ u a.e. in Ω(8.2b)852

za ≤ z ≤ zb a.e. in Ω(8.2c)853

g(u, z) :=

{
−∆u+ u3 − z = 0 in Ω

u = 0 on ∂Ω
,(8.2d)854

855

where ud ∈ L2(Ω), za, zb ∈ L2(Ω) with za ≤ zb a.e. in Ω, ua ∈ C(Ω) with ua ≤ 0856

on ∂Ω, and α > 0 is the penalty parameter, are given. Moreover, g(u, z) = 0 is the857

weak form of (8.2d), T̂1 is the compact embedding of H1
0 (Ω) into L2(Ω), T̂2 and T̂3858

are the identity operator on L2(Ω), Ĉ1 := {u ∈ Z1 |ua ≤ u}, Ĉ2 := {z ∈ Z2 | za ≤ z},859

and Ĉ3 := {z ∈ Z3 | z ≤ zb}. One can show that the solution to (8.2d), u ∈ H1
0 (Ω),860

in fact satisfies u ∈ C0(Ω), where C0(Ω) is the space of continuous functions on Ω861

that vanish on the boundary ∂Ω [10]. In addition, from [27, Th. 2.14], we recall862

that the Lagrange multiplier ζ associated with the constraint g(u, z) = 0 satisfies863

ζ ∈W 1,s
0 (Ω), with s ∈ [1, 2). Consequently, if za, zb ∈W 1,s(Ω), then we can conclude864

that the optimal control to (8.2) satisfies z ∈ W 1,s(Ω), where W 1,s(Ω) is compactly865

embedded in L2(Ω). As a consequence of Theorem 6.1 and Corollary 5.12(e), any866

weak accumulation point in H1
0 (Ω) ⊕W 1,s(Ω) of the sequence of iterates generated867

by Algorithm 4.1 is feasible, so long as (6.3) holds.868

We investigate ALESQP performance on three scenarios: (i) only control con-869

straints (i.e., ua = −∞); (ii) only state constraints (i.e., za = −∞ and zb =∞); and870

(iii) both control and state constraints. For our numerical studies, we set r
(1)
1 = 103,871

r
(1)
2 = α and r

(1)
3 = α. The choice of initial penalty parameters is important to872

account for the differences in regularity and scaling of the associated multipliers.873

More precisely, we use α for the control-constraint parameters to balance the con-874

trol penalty term α
2 ‖z‖

2
L2(Ω) in the objective function. Additionally, we note that875

the control-constraint multipliers are in L2(Ω), and that we expect the corresponding876

penalty parameters to remain bounded. In contrast, the state-constraint multiplier877

is a measure, which suggests that the sequence {‖λ(k)
1 ‖Z}∞k=1 is unbounded. Conse-878

quently, Lemma 5.2 suggests that sequence of penalty parameters {r(k)
1 }∞k=1 is also879

unbounded. Therefore, it is appropriate to choose a very large initial parameter, here880

r
(1)
1 = 103. In our studies, considerably larger values of r

(1)
1 had little impact on881

overall performance, including the solution of the SQP subproblems. Smaller values882

delayed the convergence of the outer augmented Lagrangian loop somewhat.883

The problem data in (8.2) is motivated by [9]. In particular, we set ud ≡ −1, α =884

10−3, za ≡ −10, zb ≡ 10 and885

ua(x) = − 2
3 + 1

2 min{x1 + x2,min{1 + x1 − x2,min{1− x1 + x2, 2− x1 − x2}}}.886887
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For scenario (i), we replace zb = 10 by zb = −1, to ensure that the constraints are888

active. In Table 3 we observe nearly mesh-independent performance of ALESQP for889

all three scenarios. Additionally, we note that the state-constraint penalty parameter890

increases significantly and that the growth of the control-constraint penalty parame-891

ters is more moderate; e.g., for the 128×128 mesh in scenario (iii) the final values are892

r
(14)
1 = 3.12·106, r

(14)
2 = 1.25·10−1 and r

(14)
3 = 6.25·10−1. Moreover, if we tighten the893

outer stopping tolerances to 10−12, as we do later in Table 4, the final penalty param-894

eter values are r
(25)
1 = 3.91 · 108, r

(25)
2 = 6.25 · 10−1 and r

(25)
3 = 6.25 · 10−1. In other895

words, the state-constraint penalty continues to grow, while the control-constraint896

penalties stagnate. The discrepancy between r
(25)
1 and r

(25)
2 or r

(25)
3 strongly under-897

lines the need for multiple penalties.898

Control State Control + State

Mesh AL SQP CG AL SQP CG AL SQP CG

64x64 9 20 41 11 28 57 12 35 71

128x128 9 20 40 12 33 66 14 44 90

256x256 9 22 45 14 40 80 16 50 102

512x512 9 22 47 16 47 95 18 60 123
Table 3

Semilinear. Control: only control constraints; State: only state constraints; Control +

State: control and state constraints. ALESQP performance for varying spatial discretization (Mesh).
In all cases, we observe that the AL, SQP, and CG iterations are nearly mesh independent.

In Table 4, we illustrate a remarkable feature of our algorithm. We consider a899

fixed mesh of size 128 × 128 and vary the outer stopping tolerances, including the900

T -feasibility tolerance τ∗. We observe that it is possible to achieve machine precision901

for all convergence measures with almost no increase in the total number of projected902

CG iterations.903

tol AL SQP CG normg grad-lag feas

1e-6 14 44 90 9.51e-13 7.99e-12 1.35e-08

1e-8 17 46 94 9.56e-13 1.31e-13 7.43e-10

1e-10 21 48 98 9.58e-13 8.66e-14 2.77e-12

1e-12 25 50 102 9.67e-13 8.20e-14 2.49e-14
Table 4

Semilinear (Control + State). ALESQP performance for varying stopping tolerances, ε∗ =
δ∗ = τ∗ = tol. We observe that it is possible to achieve machine precision for all convergence
measures with a very mild increase in the iteration counts.

8.3. Burgers’ PDE with Control and State Constraints. This example904

showcases ALESQP in the context of dynamic optimization. Let Ω = (0, 1), Q :=905

Ω×(0, T ), Σ := ∂Ω×(0, T ), X = X1⊕X2 withX1 = L2(0, T ;H1
0 (Ω)) andX2 = L2(Q),906

Y = L2(0, T ;H−1(Ω)), and Z1 = Z2 = Z3 = L2(Q). We consider the problem907

(8.3a) min
u∈X1, z∈X2

{
f(u, z) :=

1

2
‖u− ud‖2L2(Q) +

α

2
‖z‖2L2(Q)

}
908
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909

subject to ua ≤ u a.e. in Q(8.3b)910

za ≤ z ≤ zb a.e. in Q(8.3c)911

g(u, z) :=


∂tu+ u∂xu− ν∂2

xxu− z = 0 in Q

u = 0 on Σ

u(·, 0)− u0 = 0 in Ω

,(8.3d)912

913

with datum ud ∈ L2(Q), ua ∈ C(Q) with ua(x, t) ≤ 0 for all (x, t) ∈ ∂Ω × [0, T ],914

za, zb ∈ L2(Q) with za ≤ zb a.e. in Q. Moreover, g(u, z) = 0 is the weak form of915

(8.3d), T̂1 is the embedding of L2(0, T ;H1
0 (Ω)) into L2(Q), T̂2 and T̂3 are the identity916

operators on L2(Q), and the constraint sets Ĉi, i = 1, 2, 3, are defined similarly917

to the ones in Section 8.2. It is unclear if the above problem fully satisfies our918

theory. In principle, one may be able to use regularity arguments similar to the ones919

from Section 8.2. However, such regularity results are not known for ζ associated920

with (8.3d), and the required study is beyond the scope of the paper. Nevertheless,921

we observe that our algorithm solves this problem efficiently. We refer to [37] for922

regularity results involving the control-constrained case, case (i) below.923

Similar to the previous example, we test ALESQP in three different scenarios:924

(i) control constraints; (ii) state constraints; and (iii) mixed constraints. For our925

numerical results, we set r
(1)
1 = 103, r

(1)
2 = α and r

(1)
3 = α. The choice of the ini-926

tial penalty parameters is justified by the problem structure, and closely follows the927

considerations given in Section 8.2. For t ∈ (0, 1), we set ud = 1 for x ∈ (0, 1/2)928

and ud = 0 otherwise, α = 5 × 10−2, za = −1, zb = 2 and ua = 0. Table 5 shows929

ALESQP iteration counts. As in all previous examples, we observe nearly mesh-930

independent performance. Similar to Section 8.2 we note that the state-constraint931

penalty parameter increases significantly, while the control-constraint penalty param-932

eters increase moderately; e.g., for the 128× 128 case in scenario (iii) the final values933

are r
(15)
1 = 1.25 · 105, r

(15)
2 = 1.25 · 100 and r

(15)
3 = 2.5 · 10−1.934

Control State Control + State

Mesh AL SQP CG AL SQP CG AL SQP CG

64x64 10 22 86 6 28 78 11 43 135

128x128 10 25 91 8 31 89 11 54 166

256x256 10 29 104 8 33 92 14 72 210

512x512 10 29 105 9 34 95 14 68 201
Table 5

Burger’s Equation. Control: only control constraints; State: only state constraints; Control
+ State: control and state constraints. ALESQP performance for varying spatial and temporal
discretization (Mesh). In all cases, the AL, SQP, and CG iterations are nearly mesh independent.
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